Agenda – HB 894 Stakeholder Meeting #2
May 28, 2015, 12:30pm – 3:15pm

Ground Floor Hearing Room, Archdale Building
512 N. Salisbury St, Raleigh NC
http://www.ncwater.org/hb894

12:30 pm  Welcome and introductory remarks
          •  Housekeeping and remarks on today’s objectives

12:45 pm  Discuss relevant progress since last time
          •  PCS exercise summary
          •  Stakeholder survey results and comments
          •  Interim report and CPH briefing

1:05 pm   Introduce a revised SWP planning approach
          •  Discuss modifications to the model and reasons for the changes

1:30 pm   Break

1:45 pm   Group discussion & consensus building exercise
          •  Identification of issues, concerns and solutions

2:25 pm   Brainstorming exercise – Identify mandatory plan components
          •  Group exercise with report out

2:55 pm   Implementation schedule and plan complexity exercise (time permitting)
          •  Determine criteria to be used for scheduling plan submittal (population, system type, watershed classification, susceptibility rating)
          •  Determine criteria to be used to determine the required plan complexity

3:10 pm   Wrap up and next steps

3:15 pm   Adjourn